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Code of Behaviour 
 

John F. Kennedy Memorial School 
 

 
 
 
INTRODUCTION 

 
Our school has an official school Code of Behaviour since 2008.  This revised code is structured 
according to Draft Guidelines in Developing a Code of Behaviour: Guidelines for schools issued by the 
National Educational Welfare Board and it is our fervent hope that it will benefit all the school partners. 
 
 
RATIONALE 
 
It was decided to review and revise a Code of Behaviour at this time because  

 
• It is a priority area identified by staff. 

 
• The existing policy was due for review and amendment. 

 
• It is a statutory and legal requirement under the Education (Welfare) Act 2000 (S23) and in order to 

keep in line with legislative requirements. 
 

• The school seeks to inculcate sustainable values among all the school partners which will generate 
the harmonious development and ensure co-operation between staff, parents and pupils – resulting 
in nurturing the potential of each and every boy attending the John F. Kennedy Memorial School.  

 
In February 2013 The Principal Teacher in consultation with the teaching staff of the school and the 
Board of Management reviewed the school policy and proposed the changes incorporated in the revised 
statement. The policy document was formulated following intensive staff deliberations and discussions on 
behaviour in our school. The document was then forwarded to the parent association for their suggestions 
and input and was finally discussed and ratified by the Board of Management in 2013 
 
 
In September 2018 the document was revised by the principal and staff at a staff meeting, one change was 
made to the section Discouraging Misbehaviour 
 

• Temporary separation from peers within class and /or temporary removal to another class 
 

This will now read “ to another class at same level” 
 
 
Signed:   Theresa O Sullivan     Principal 
                    Colm Doyle                 Chairman BOM 
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Our School Code of Behaviour is based on the rights and responsibilities of the members of the school 
community:  pupils parents and teachers. 
 
 

RIGHTS OF CHILDREN 
 

Children have the right: 
 

• To be educated in a safe, happy and secure environment. 
 

• To grow intellectually, emotionally and physically with an understanding of special needs and 
 various abilities. 

 
• To be treated as an individual with due respect and regard for others within the school community. 

 
• To be listened to and to question. 

 
• To express their emotions, doubts and beliefs. 

 
• To be free from all forms of abuse, whether physical, emotional, mental or sexual. To receive 
 information about topics and concerns affecting their lives (including information on code of 
 discipline) 

 
 
 
TEACHERS’ RIGHTS 
 

Teachers have the right: 
 

• To educate in an environment free from disruption. 
 

• To be respected and held in proper esteem. 
 

• To full and open communication with parents/guardians. 
 

• To information on the child and their family background if this has information impacts on 
 the child’s performance in school. 

 
• To voice concerns about the child's safety, behaviour and academic progress. 

 
• To expect backup, support and co-operation from parents for their work. 
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• To confidentiality. 
 

• To be listened to. 
 

• To appeal to a higher authority, e.g. Board Of Management, Department of Education, 
 Union. 

 
• To receive adequate facilities and resource materials. 

PARENTS /GUARDIANS RIGHTS 
 
Parents/Guardians have the right: 
 
• To regular communication with the Teaching Staff. 
 
• To respect, understanding and confidentiality. 
 
• To information on their children's progress in school. 
 
• To be consulted about disciplinary action at an early stage. 

 
• To appeal to a higher authority: e.g. Principal, Board of Management, Patron or Department of 
 Education. 
 
 
                         
Objectives of the Code of Behaviour of the John F. Kennedy Memorial School 
 
 
GENERAL OBJECTIVES 
 

• To maintain an orderly, happy and secure atmosphere in the school. 
 

• To provide guidance for pupils, teachers and parents on behavioural expectations. 
 

• To provide for the effective and safe operation of the school. 
 

• To develop pupil’s self-esteem and to promote positive behaviour. 
 

• To foster the development of a sense of responsibility and self-discipline in pupils.  
  

• To develop within them a sense of respect for their parents, teachers, classmates and school 
property. 
 

• To encourage good manners and good behaviour at school by identifying and rewarding pupils 
good conduct and commitment to school work.  
 

• To facilitate the education and development of every child. 
 

• To develop a sense of pride in, and loyalty to the John F. Kennedy Memorial School. 
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• To enable teachers to teach without disruption. 
 

• To foster caring attitudes to one another and to the environment. 
 

• To develop a good school community spirit. 
 

• To enable the students become responsible citizens in their community. 
 
  
WHOLE SCHOOL APPROACH 
 
A  Whole school approach will be taken to implementing the school code of behaviour.  
 
All teaching staff and special needs assistants will be given a copy of the document. The document will 
be displayed on the school website and all parents of incoming children will be given a hard copy. As a 
condition of enrolment in the school parents/guardians will be asked to sign an agreement on the school 
application form that they agree to abide by the contents of the document thus entering into a contract 
regarding their son’s behaviour in school .The pupils of the school will be made familiar with the code 
through assembly time with the Principal Teacher and the contents of the policy will be discussed in 
class. Teachers will reinforce the messages in the document to their classes during class times.  
 
The policy will be discussed at staff meetings and suggested amendments noted and brought to the 
attention of the Board of Management for ratification.   The Parent council was consulted on the 
document and their views and opinions considered. 
 
 
 
GENERAL GUIDELINES FOR POSITIVE BEHAVIOUR 
 

• Pupils are expected to treat all adults and fellow pupils with respect and courtesy at all times.  
Behaviour that interferes with the rights of others to learn and to feel safe is unacceptable. 
 

• Pupils are expected to show respect for all school property and to keep the school environment 
clean and litter free. 
 

• Pupils are expected to take pride in their appearance, to have all books and materials required for 
school. 
 

• Pupils are expected to obey a teacher’s instructions, to work to the best of their ability and to 
present assignments neatly. 
 

• Pupils are expected to attend school every day unless there is a genuine reason for absence, in 
which case the school must be informed in writing, stating the reason for absence. 
 

• Pupils are expected to be on time for school. 
 
 
SCHOOL RULES 
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School Rules are devised and implemented to help the running and maintenance of the school and to 
safeguard the pupils from possible danger. 
 
By observing the school rules pupils show their interest in the welfare of the school, in their own welfare 
and the welfare of the other pupils. 
 
School rules are kept to a minimum and are devised with regard for the health, safety and welfare of all 
members of the school community.  If a school is to function efficiently, it is necessary that rules and 
regulations are clearly stated and enforced consistently and fairly. 
 
School rules will be listed on the policy notice board in the school corridor .  
SCHOOL HOURS 

 
(a) School begins at 8.55 a.m. and ends at  2.35 p.m. 

Pupils do not leave the school for lunch breaks 
 
  (b) Pupils are expected to be on time for school.  In the event of a pupil being late, a phone call or a  

note of explanation  should be sent to the teacher.  It is requested that no pupil be  
on the school grounds any earlier than 15 minutes before start of class. 
 

 
BEFORE/AFTER SCHOOL 

 
Parents are reminded that the duty of care to the pupils is in official school time between 8.55a.m. and 
2.35.p.m. The School Code of Behaviour also applies where pupils are engaged in an extra-curricular 
activity organized by the school and approved by the Board of Management.   Pupils involved in such 
activities are expected to behave in accordance with school policy during these times. The school 
playground will be supervised from 8.40 a.m. to school opening time at 8.55.a.m. Two teachers supervise 
pupils as the pupils depart the school at 2.35 p.m. 
 
 
PUPIL PRESENTATION 
 
• The children attending this school are required to wear the school uniform.  This consists of a dark 

green jumper with the school crest. A matching green tie, grey shirt and grey slacks complete the 
uniform.  The school track-suit should be worn only on P.E. days and on days that the pupils are 
engaging in sports activities organised by the school. 
 

• No rings or visible jewellery are to be worn in school. 
 

• The use of mobile phones is not allowed in the school. 
 

• Boys are strongly encouraged to have traditional hairstyles. 
 

 
 

ATTENDANCE 
 

• When a pupil is absent a note of explanation signed by either parent/guardian, must be presented 
to the class teacher.   
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• If it is known in advance that the pupil is going to be absent, the note should be sent or the school 

should be contacted by telephone. 
 

• Parents may see the class teacher only by appointment made through the secretary or through 
communication in homework diary. 
 

• Parents leave and collect the children at the school gate. 
 

• Parents/Guardians collecting children within school hours must sign the child out in a book 
provided in secretary’s office. 

• If a pupil is absent for twenty days in a school year or more the school has an obligation to report 
this to the National Educational Welfare Board even if this absence has been satisfactorily 
explained to the school. 
 

• Unexplained absences and  irregular attendance are recorded and reported if necessary to the 
N.E.W.B. 
 

• All records kept in the school are done so in accordance with the Data Protection Act 1988 and 
Data Protection (Amendment) Act 2003. 

 
 
HYGIENE 
 
In the interests of Health and Safety the pupils are asked to place all litter in the bins provided.  Pupils are 
also encouraged to wash and dry their hands after using the toilet. Parents are requested to ensure that 
children are well presented and observe good hygiene practices .The pupils should be well groomed and  
dressed in clean and presentable school uniforms. 
 
Parents are requested to regularly check their child’s hair for head-lice. 
 
 
SECURITY AND SAFETY OF CHILDREN 

 
No pupil may leave the school grounds during school hours without special permission from his teacher.   
 
Pupils may not leave the school yard during lunch-time or after entering the school in the morning  
Games which put other pupils at risk are forbidden in the playground. 
 
If parents or guardians are taking their children out of school for whatever reason they must record this in 
the record book at reception. 
 
The car park adjacent to the church is for staff and clergy parking only. Parents/ Guardians are not 
permitted to use this area as a drop off zone or collection point before and after school. The safety of the 
pupils entering and exiting the school demands that these precautions be taken. 
 
ROAD SAFETY AND CYCLING TO SCHOOL  
 
 
The school recommends that only those pupils who are mature enough and who understand the Rules of 
the Road be permitted to ride a bicycle to school. 
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Pupils cycling to school should wear appropriate apparel :ie a cycling helmet and high visibility clothing. 
 
All bicycles must be locked to the bicycle rack provided.  
 
The school authorities are not responsible for the safety of bicycles. 
 
A bicycle must not be brought to school unless it can be properly locked. 
 
Cycling inside the school grounds is prohibited.  Offenders of these rules will be forbidden to bring their 
bicycles to school. 
 
Children must keep bicycles off the grass areas in the school grounds. 
 
Great care must be taken in crossing the Ennis   Road.   The school warden must be respected and obeyed 
while she is on duty.  No boy should leave the footpath to cross until the warden has reached the centre of 
the road. 
 
 
GOING TO AND FROM SCHOOL 

 
The Safety and Behaviour of our pupils on their way to and from school is always a matter of concern.  
We appeal to parents to support our efforts in both of these areas.  
 
A pupil, while wearing the school uniform is representing the school and it is important to the Board of 
Management and the staff that the good name of the school be maintained at all times. 
 
Repeated misbehaviour (going from and coming to school) which puts the health and safety of other 
pupils at risk will be reported to the Gardaí. 
 
Pupils congregating at shops in the area of the school are expected to behave in a manner as would be 
expected within the school confines. Serious instances of misbehaviour reported to the school will be 
investigated and parents notified if required. If necessary the Gardaí will be notified. 
 
SCHOOL GROUNDS 
 
 Our school yard is limited in size and restricts the possibility of children being able to run freely at 
certain times.  For this reason games and activities which put other pupils at risk are banned. 
It is forbidden for a boy to return to the school grounds to play after school dismissal at 2.35 p.m. unless 
the boy is engaged in approved and sanctioned extracurricular activities. 
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AFFIRMING POSITIVE BEHAVIOUR 
 
Positive reinforcement of good behaviour leads to better self-discipline and we place a greater emphasis 
on rewards and incentives than on sanctions. 
 
As part of a whole school approach the Teachers and Special Needs Assistants will use the following 
strategies to promote positive behaviour. 
 
 
 

• A quiet word or gesture to show approval. 
 

• A comment on a child’s exercise book. 
 

• A visit to another class or Principal for commendation. 
 

• Praise in front of class group. 
 

• Individual class merit awards, points awards or award stamps if this strategy is employed by the 
teacher. 
 

• Delegating some special responsibility or privilege. 
 

• Written or verbal communication with parent. 
 

• Acknowledgement by Principal Teacher during Assembly.  
 

 
 
DISCOURAGING MISBEHAVIOUR 
 
Actions which impair this learning environment will not be tolerated.  A pupil who is repeatedly 
disruptive will be considered guilty of a serious breach of school discipline. 
 
The purpose of sanctions and other strategies is to promote positive behaviour and discourage 
misbehaviour.  Sanctions will be applied according to the gravity of the misbehaviour, with due regard to 
age and emotional development.  These may include: 
 

• Reasoning with pupil. 
 

• Verbal reprimand including advice on how to improve. 
 

• Temporary separation from peers within class and/or temporary removal to another 
          Class. 
 
• Prescribing extra work. 

 
• Loss of privileges including being taken on school trips/outings/sports day etc. 

 
• Not allowed to play on the yard. 
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• Communication with parents. 
 

• Referral to Principal. 
 

• Principal communicating with parents. 
 

• Exclusion (Suspension or Expulsion) from school (in accordance with Rule 130 of the 
         Rules for National Schools as amended by circular and Education Welfare Act 2000). 

 
 
 

 
SANCTIONS 
 
The sanctions employed by our school in dealing with inappropriate behaviour are based on the 
recommendations of the National Educational Welfare Board . (NEWB)  Developing A Code of 
Behaviour Guidelines for Schools 
 
Before sanctions every effort will be made to reason with the pupil outlining the benefits of good 
behaviour. 
 
The staff of the school appreciate the co-operation  from our parents and this is apparent in the positive 
attitude of the pupils to good order and discipline.  Nevertheless when a rare occasion of serious 
misconduct or gross insubordination occurs and action by those in authority is required to be taken, the 
continuing co-operation and support of parents in dealing with pupils who are in breach of discipline is 
essential.   
 
When a child is subjected to the sanctions in the Code of Behaviour it is the behaviour of the child and 
not the child himself that is being rejected.  Good behaviour and discipline on the part of all our pupils 
effects the smooth running of the school; the work of the class teacher is more efficient and ultimately 
each individual pupil benefits.  So the whole school community has a vested interest in good order and 
good behaviour. Serious Instances in contravention of School Rules and the general “Code of Behaviour” 
shall be recorded and a note sent to the parents.    
 
 
PROCEDURE FOR DEALING WITH SERIOUS MISCONUCT 

 
                      
 
 
Step 1:  The teacher will request an interview with the parents/guardians by letter, note in school                         

             journal or telephone call and a meeting will be arranged at a  mutually convenient time.   
 
             This will be done repeatedly to a maximum of three meetings with the parents.  Notes 
 will be kept of these meetings. 

 
Step 2:  If the situation still persists the class teacher and Principal will then meet with the parents 
  and inform them of the seriousness of the situation; and that the child’s behaviour will  
  have to become acceptable to the school and his teacher.  
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Again there will be a maximum of three such meetings.  At these meetings the parents 
/Guardians will be requested to give a written guarantee as to their son’s future behaviour 
in the school. If for any reason, the  parents/ guardians refuse to attend the procedure is to 
continue as listed below. 

 
Step 3:  The parents are asked to meet with the Principal Teacher and  Chairman of Board of  
  Management where the school’s concerns will be outlined and the proposed disciplinary  
  procedure outlined to the parents. 
   
 
 
 
SUSPENSION/EXPULSION 
 
 
Before serious sanctions such as suspension or expulsion are used, the normal channels of communication 
between school and parents as listed above will be utilised.  For gross misbehaviour or repeated instances 
of serious misbehaviour suspension may be considered.  Parents concerned will be invited to come to the 
school to discuss their child’s case.  Aggressive, threatening or violent behaviour towards a teacher or 
pupil will be regarded as serious or gross misbehaviour. 
 
Where there are repeated instances of serious misbehaviour, the Chairperson of the Board of Management 
will be informed and the parents will be requested in writing to attend at the school and meet the 
Chairperson and the Principal.  If the parents do not give an undertaking that the pupil will behave in an 
acceptable manner in the future the pupil may be suspended for a period.  Prior to suspension, where 
possible, the Principal may review the case in consultation with teachers and other members of the school 
community involved, with due regard to records of previous misbehaviours, their pattern and context, 
sanctions and other interventions used and their outcomes and any relevant medical information.  
Suspension will be in accordance with the Rules for National Schools and the Education Welfare Act 
2000. 
 
In the case of gross misbehaviour, where it is necessary to ensure that order and discipline are maintained 
and to secure the safety of the pupils, the Board may authorise the Chairperson or Principal to sanction an 
immediate suspension, pending a discussion of the matter with the parents. Suspension is defined as 
removal or exclusion of the offending pupil for the period of up to three school days. 
Where a pupil is suspended for a period of six or more days the Principal will inform the National 
Educational Welfare Board through the official channels in accordance with legislation. 
If after two periods of suspension of three days the pupil returns to school and the instances of serious or 
gross misbehaviour continue, the Principal with the approval of the Board of Management will seek the 
authorisation of the Board of Management to automatically suspend the offending pupil . This suspension 
can be for any period up to and including twenty school days. 
 
Expulsion which is defined as permanent exclusion from the school may be considered in an extreme 
case, in accordance with the rule for National Schools and the Education Welfare Act 2000.  Before 
expelling a pupil, the Board shall notify the Local Welfare Education Officer in writing in accordance 
with Section 24 of the Education Welfare Act. The guidelines and procedures in the NEWB document 
Developing A Code of Behaviour section 10 will be adhered to and followed. 
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SERIOUS BREACHES OF SCHOOL DISCIPLINE 
 
The following are examples of serious acts of misconduct.  
 

• Repeated transgressions of school rules and repeated disruption of class. 
 

• Bullying or intimidation of others, bad language or name calling. 
 

• Refusing to obey a teacher’s directives or insubordination to any teacher. 
 

• Back-answering or gross disrespect. 
 

• Abusive language to any teacher. 
 

• Immoral conduct - stealing, causing grave scandal, acts of vandalism. 
 
 
Procedures for Dealing with Serious Breaches of School Discipline 
 
1.  A record will be kept in the school of all instances of serious misbehaviour by pupils. 
                       
2.1  If there are repeated instances of serious misbehaviour by a pupil, his parents and the  
  Chairperson of the Board of Management shall be informed. 
  
2.2   (a)    The parents will be requested to meet the Principal and Chairperson of the Board 
  of Management at a specified time.   
 

 The parents shall be required to give an under-taking in the presence of the Principal, the 
 Chairperson and the class teacher that the child will behave in an acceptable manner in 
 future.  In suitable cases the child will also be required to give such an undertaking. 

 
2.2   (b)  In the event of the pupil failing, subsequently to adhere to such an undertaking the 
      Procedures outlined in Clause 6  below will be followed. 
                 
2.3  If the parents fail to attend the school to meet the Principal and Chairperson, and fail to  
  provide  a reasonable excuse for not doing so, the pupil may be suspended until they do so.
                       
Single Instances of Gross Misconduct 
 
3.1   If a pupil is guilty of gross misbehaviour, the Principal shall advise the Chairperson 
  of the Board and ask him to sanction an immediate suspension pending a discussion with  
  parents.   
  
3.2  The Principal will advise the parents by letter and invite them to meet the Chairperson  
  and himself to discuss the incident at a specified time. 
 
3.3   If the parents fail to attend the school to meet the Principal and Chairperson, and fail to  
  provide a reasonable excuse for not doing so the suspension will continue. 
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3.4  In the event of the parents and/or the child failing to give an acceptable under-taking, the  
  procedures outlined in Clause 6 will be followed. 
 
Letter to Parents 
 
4.   In the instance referred to (3.2)  the letter will be hand-delivered to the parents or sent by 
  registered mail, and will warn that if the visit does not take  place at the specified time and 
  date, the child will be suspended or remain suspended pending the visit. 
 
5.  Copies of such letters will be sent to the Board of Management. 
                       
6.  When the parents have visited the school and have failed to give an acceptable   
  undertaking, the Principal shall inform the parents in writing as soon as possible 
  thereafter, that a period of suspension has been imposed or that the existing period has  
  been extended until the Board of Management has considered the matter.  The Board shall 
  meet within 10 days and the parents shall be informed that they have a right of appeal to  
  the Board. 
 
 
 
REMOVAL OF SUSPENSION  
 
Following or during a period of suspension, the parent/s may apply to have the pupil reinstated to the 
school.  The parent/s must give a satisfactory undertaking that a suspended pupil will behave in 
accordance with the school code and the Principal must be satisfied that the pupil’s reinstatement will not 
constitute a risk to the pupil’s own safety or that of the other pupils or staff.  The Principal will facilitate 
the preparation of a behaviour plan for the pupil if required and will re-admit the pupil formally to the 
class.  
 
Where a satisfactory resolution of a problem is achieved a pupil may be readmitted to school within a 
suspension period at the discretion of the Chairperson of the Board and the Principal.  

 
 
IMPLEMENTATION OF POLICY 
 
Every member of the school community has a role to play in the implementation of the Code of 
Behaviour.  Rules will be kept to a minimum and will be easy to understand and follow .The school staff 
will emphasise and encourage  positive behaviour and sanctions  will be applied in a fair and consistent 
manner, with due regard to the age of the pupils and to individual difference.  Good behaviour will be 
encouraged and rewarded.  Where difficulties arise, parents will be contacted at an early stage. 
 
 
BOARD OF MANAGEMENT’S RESPONSIBILITIES 
 
• Provide a comfortable, safe environment. 
• Support the Principal and staff in implementing the code. 
• Ratify the code. 
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PRINCIPAL’S RESPONSIBILITIES 

 
• Promote a positive climate in the school. 

 
• Ensure that the Code of Behaviour is implemented in a fair and consistent manner. 

 
• Arrange for review of the Code, as required. 

 
 
TEACHER’S RESPONSIBILITIES 

 
Support and implement the school’s code of behaviour. 
 
• Create a safe working environment for each pupil. 

 
• Recognise and affirm good work. 

 
• Prepare school work and correct work done by pupils. 

 
• Recognise and provide for individual talents and differences among pupils. 

 
• Be courteous, consistent and fair. 

 
• Keep opportunities for disruptive behaviour to a minimum. 

 
• Deal appropriately with misbehaviour. 

 
• Keep a record of instances of serious misbehaviour or repeated instances of misbehaviour. 

 
• Provide support for colleagues. 

 
• Communicate with parents when necessary and provide reports on matters of mutual concern. 
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PUPILS’ RESPONSIBILITIES 

 
• Attend school regularly and punctually. 

 
• Listen to their teachers and act on instructions/advice. 

 
• Show respect for all members of the school community. 

 
• Respect all school property and the property of other pupils. 

 
• Avoid behaving in any way which would endanger others. 

 
• Avoid all nasty remarks, swearing and name-calling. 

 
• Include other pupils in games and activities. 

 
• Bring correct materials/books to school. 

 
• Follow school and class rules. 

 
 
 
 
PARENTS/GUARDIANS’ RESPONSIBILITIES 

 
•   Encourage children to have a sense of respect for themselves and for their school. 

 
• Ensure that children attend regularly and punctually. 

 
• Be interested in, support and encourage their children’s school work. 

 
• Be familiar with the code of behaviour and support its implementation. 

 
• Cooperate with teachers in instances where their child’s behaviour is causing difficulties for 

   others. 
 
• Communicate with the school in relation to any problems which may affect child’s 

   progress/behaviour. 
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SUCCESS CRITERIA 

 
The success of the Code of Behaviour Policy will manifest itself in various ways:- 
 
• The general atmosphere prevailing throughout the school – the pupils are happy in the classroom 

and at play thus allowing teachers concentrate on educational matters. 
 

• Observation of behaviour in classrooms, corridors, yard, going from and coming to school, etc. 
 

• Positive feedback from all the school partners and the community. 
 
 
IMPLEMENTATION DATE 

 
 
 
This policy will apply from 2013 
 
 
 
REVIEW 

 
   (a) Roles and Responsibilities 
 
It will be necessary to review this policy on a regular basis to ensure optimum implementation of the 
Code of Behaviour in the school.  Feedback from parents, pupils, teachers, Board of Management and 
inspectors’ reports will aid in the review process.  The Principal together with the entire school teaching 
staff will be responsible for coordinating the review.  The Board Of Management has the ultimate 
responsibility for  ratifying the policy. 
 
 
 
 
   (b) TIMEFRAME 
 
 This policy was reviewed in 2018 and will be reviewed again in 2021-22 
 
 
 
Ratified by Board of Management on                         25/9/ 2018 
 
 
 
 
Signed:       Colm Doyle 
                      Chairperson  Board of Management. 


